Abstract-Motion vector coding efficiency is becoming an important issue in low bitrate video coding because of its increasing relative bit portion. This work presents a new motion vector coding technique based on minimum bitrate prediction. In the proposed scheme, a predicted motion vector is chosen from the three causal neighboring motion vectors so that it can produce a minimum bitrate in motion vector difference coding. Then the prediction error, or motion vector difference (MVD), and the mode information (MODE) for determining the predicted motion vector at a decoder are coded and transmitted in order. Sending bits for MVD ahead of bits for the MODE, the scheme can minimize the bit amount for the MODE by taking advantage of the fact that the minimum bitrate predictor is used for motion vector prediction. Adaptively combining this minimum bitrate prediction scheme with the conventional model-based prediction scheme, more efficient motion vector coding can be achieved. The proposed scheme improves coding efficiency noticeably for various video sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various video coding schemes have been developed to reduce bitrates without seriously degrading image quality. However, these activities have been focused on reducing bits for texture coding because bits spent on other information such as motion vectors and syntax were considered negligible. In video coding at very low bitrates, however, the bit portion for motion vectors and syntax is not negligible anymore. Especially, the number of motion vector bits plays an important role in the overall coding performance in very low bitrate coding [1] , [2] . There are two approaches to reduce the amount of motion vector bits. The first approach focuses on finding an appropriate motion vector estimation scheme to reduce the overall motion vector entropy without noticeably degrading motion compensation performance. This approach includes the motion field smoothing algorithm [3] and the vector quantization algorithm of motion vectors [4] . The second approach, which will be investigated in this work, involves finding a more efficient coding scheme for already estimated motion vectors. Since these algorithms are based on differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) [5] - [7] , the proper selection of a predictor based on motion vector correlation is an essential element of coding efficiency.
In the conventional block-based coding scheme, the motion vector of each block is predicted as one of its neighboring motion vectors, and then the difference between the true (or current) and predicted motion vector is compressed using a variable-length coder. Since motion vector coding is lossless, the coding performance mainly deManuscript received January 6, 1998; revised December 14, 1998. This work was supported by LG Semicon Co. Ltd., Korea. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Robert Forchheimer.
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pends on the predictor performance. Currently, the median predictor is widely used in state-of-the-art low bitrate coding schemes such as H.263 [8] . In many sequences having fast or complex motions, however, the median predictor is not good enough for minimizing the number of bits spent on motion vector coding.
In this correspondence, we propose a new motion vector coding scheme based on minimum bitrate prediction instead of a modelbased prediction scheme such as median prediction. For minimum bitrate prediction, the current block motion vector is predicted as one of the three causal neighboring motion vectors so that it can produce a minimum bitrate in motion vector difference coding. And then mode information for determining the predicted motion vector in a decoder and the prediction error are coded and transmitted. Although minimum bitrate prediction gives the best results in terms of prediction error, the required mode information prevents it from being widely used. In order to reduce its intrinsic burden and make it more efficient than median prediction, we propose a new bitstream syntax of variable-length mode information. In addition, adaptively applying this new minimum bitrate prediction and the conventional model-based median prediction guarantees coding performance improvement over various video features. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme considerably reduces the number of bits for motion vectors, especially in complex sequences where modelbased prediction does not work well (savings up to about 10% in bits for motion vector coding, in maximum).
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Minimum Bitrate Prediction
For motion vector coding, the current motion vector M V c is predicted as one of three neighboring motion vectors M V1; M V2 ; and M V 3 (see Fig. 1 ). To predict the current motion vector, we examine every neighboring motion vector candidate (M V 1 ; M V 2 ; and M V3) and select the one that produces the minimum bitrate in motion vector difference coding. Then we encode and transmit the difference M V D mbp between the true motion vector M Vc and the predicted motion vector. Since the number of prediction candidates is three at most and the bitrate for motion vector difference coding can be estimated easily, the computational burden to select the motion vector producing the minimum bitrate in the encoder is not significant. However, to determine which neighboring motion vector is selected as the predicted one, the mode information (MODE) has to be prepared and sent to the decoder. 
B. Syntax for MVD Code Bits and MODE Bits
C. MODE Bits Assignment
Since the number of candidates is three, 2 bits are needed at most for MODE bits. In the syntax proposed above, however, MODE bits can be reduced by considering the fact that the M V D mbp transmitted 1057-7149/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE and M V C3 can be a candidate for M Vc at the decoder, because M V D mbp for all M V C i ; i = 0; 1, 2, have the same value of +0:5:
Therefore, 1 or 2 bits are needed for mode information. Using the procedure adopted in the three examples above, we can assign MODE bits for any set of three neighboring and current motion vectors. The syntax for MODE bits is given in Table I .
D. Adaptive Application of Minimum Bitrate Prediction
Minimum bitrate prediction has a considerable gain in motion vector coding compared to a model-based prediction scheme such as median prediction, when the prediction model does not coincide with the actual situation. But, in video sequences with very homogeneous motions, model-based prediction may provide a slightly better performance. Therefore, if we adaptively combine the minimum bitrate prediction scheme with the model-based one according to the distribution of neighboring motion vectors, we can expect improvement in coding efficiency.
As a measure to find a case when the median predictor works well, we use 1 = jMV min 0MV max j; where M V min and M V max are the minimum and maximum motion vectors among the three neighboring ones, respectively. Since 1 tends to represent a spreading degree of neighboring motion vectors, median prediction is more likely to succeed for 1 T H R: Therefore, if 1 T H R; we apply the median predictor, otherwise, the minimum bitrate predictor.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation was performed on the basis of the MPEG-4 verification model (VM) 7.0 [6] , which uses the model-based median predictor for motion vector coding. We substituted the motion vector prediction part with our proposed version but used the same variable length coder (VLC) table. In the simulation, the motion search range of 016.0 to 15.5 was used, and the advanced prediction mode was enabled. Various MPEG-4 test sequences that have different amounts of movement were used for proper evaluation of the proposed scheme.
To examine the MODE bit reduction effect in motion vector coding, we compared bits for motion vectors for three cases, i.e., median prediction in VM and minimum bitrate prediction with and without MODE bit reduction (see Table II ). As shown in the table, the conventional minimum bitrate prediction without MODE bit reduction increases the amount of bits compared with median prediction in VM. However, the proposed MODE bit reduction scheme reduces the MODE bit amount (up to about 20%) so that minimum bitrate prediction becomes more efficient than median prediction. According to this result, MODE information is a critical factor in coding efficiency. However, bit amounts for MV coding are slightly larger in a couple of sequences containing mainly small and homogeneous motion vectors. This is because the median predictor is more efficient for homogeneous motions than the minimum prediction predictor which requires mode information. Hence, the proposed adaptive prediction is a good candidate for solving this problem. Table III shows the experimental results from the adaptive motion vector prediction and compares them with those of the ordinary median prediction in VM. For this experiment, THR was heuristically determined and set to one. As shown in the table, by using the proposed adaptive scheme, the amount of bits for motion vector coding is saved consistently for all the test sequences with various bit rates. And also, total bit savings in sequence coding demonstrate that the bit portion for motion vector information is big enough to be considered seriously in very low bitrate coding. The number of bits needed for motion vector coding is reduced especially in the video sequences with complex or random motion fields, such as in the foreman, silent voice, and news sequences. This is because, for complex or random motion fields, the proposed scheme performs better than the conventional scheme based on median prediction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Even though minimum bitrate prediction in motion vector coding fully exploits motion vector correlation with neighboring blocks, model-based prediction has been preferred because it does not require extra MODE information indicating the selected neighboring motion vector unlike minimum bitrate prediction. In this work, we have proposed a novel scheme to efficiently utilize the minimum bitrate prediction scheme by minimizing mode information bits. By combining minimum bitrate prediction and median model-based prediction properly, we can noticeably reduce the bit amount for motion vectors. We have shown that this method is well suited to the further reduction of motion vector information in very low bitrate coding, especially for complex or random video sequences.
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Abstract-In this work, discriminative training is studied to improve the performance of our pseudo two-dimensional (2-D) hidden Markov model (PHMM) based text recognition system. The aim of this discriminative training is to adjust model parameters to directly minimize the classification error rate. Experimental results have shown great reduction in recognition error rate even for PHMM's already well-trained using conventional maximum likelihood (ML) approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the approaches to the text image recognition problem is to use statistical pattern recognition method. Statistical model parameters are estimated over a training set by optimizing a certain criterion. For example, maximum likelihood (ML) scheme has been one of the most popular optimization criteria for model estimation in statistical pattern classification. The scheme attempts to find the optimal parameter set that maximizes the class-conditioned observation probability (the likelihood) over the training set. Due to the lack of the exact knowledge about the statistical properties of the observations, the model parameters obtained through this ML training do not necessarily achieve minimum classification error (MCE).
Recently, discriminative training (DT) has been proposed and studied in speech recognition [1] - [4] . Instead of adapting model parameters to achieve maximum overall likelihood score, the objective of this training is to minimize classification error through parameter estimation. Both correct and incorrect yet competitive models are combined as part of the optimization formulation, which in turn is directly linked to the optimization criterion-the classification error rate. Therefore, through this MCE training, parameter adjustments can directly contribute to minimizing classification errors.
In this correspondence, MCE training is developed for text recognition in a pseudo two-dimensional (2-D) hidden Markov model-based (PHMM-based) system. The "competing models" are found through our "duration-corrected N-best hypotheses search" [5] , where duration information and correction is incorporated in the multiple hypotheses search. The experimental results have shown that MCE training approach greatly improves the performance of the original ML-trained models, in terms of reducing classification errors. For details about PHMM-based system, or the duration-corrected N-best hypothesis search, please refer to [5] , [6] . In this work, we will be using 3 to represent model set, i for individual models. For PHMM, each i contains, but not limited to, probability information about Manuscript received January 23, 1997; revised May 5, 1998 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Dmitry B. Goldgof.
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